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collection of scholarly and academic papers : huscap. ... acta slavica iaponica 164 created as a political
organization, the communist party was becoming ... “patent.” after world war ii, with the establishment of
communist dicta-torships in albania, romania, hungary, east germany, china, north korea, reviews of books collectionshs - 1934 acta et dicta 455 acta et dicta: a collection of historical data regarding the origin and
growth of the catholic church in the province of st. paul, vol. 6, no. 2. (st. paul, the catholic historical society of
st. paul, october, 1934. 294 p. $1.00.) the catholic historical society of st. paul should be congratu the
american journal of theology - journals.uchicago - matic dicta, dictated always and everywhere by
theological orthodoxy against heterodoxy-no less and no more. and, finally, two, and two ... this collection of
saints' lives that mrs. lewis now publishes. they were written over the partially obliterated earlier characters in
a. d. the identity of two obscure names of violaceae from the ... - duplicates of a given collection in
several herbaria around the globe. thus, after almost seventy years of work, when ... in order to gather
pertinent historical literature. reviews of books - collectionshs - acta et dicta: a collection of historical data
regarding the origin and growth of the catholic church in the northwest. volume 4, number 1. (st. paul, catholic
historical society, july, 1915. 184 p.) the catholic historical society of st. paul has been in existence now for
eleven years and has issued this publication the courier - kc4374 - from acta et dicta, a collection of
historical data regarding the origin and growth of the catholic church. “a new parish was organized in hazel
park, a suburb of st. paul. in june 1916, the rev. joseph t. barron, assistant priest of the cathedral, was
appointed 292 journal of near eastern studies vol. 66 no. 4 - cago collections,” acta sumerologica 12
(1990): 17, no. 2:15 we have a writing girr-luki (old ... facilitate the following historical analysis. the collection
of these texts in one place is particu-larly convenient, and the footnotes again provide ... also be considered
obiter dicta. the discussions of the “council of war” (p. 19) and ... was valerius maximus a hack? muse.jhu - in his facta et dicta memorabilia, valerius maximus collects and ... of virtues (with some vices
sprinkled in). for the most part, his text is mined for indi-vidual anecdotes and discrete historical details but not
analyzed for its own sake. when we do read it as a text, it poses a number of problems ... collection of
anecdotes, domestic and ... surgical education in the middle ages - ugr - acta hisp. med. sci. hist. illus.
2000, 20, 283-304. surgical education in the middle ages michael mc vaugh (*) summary ... in a famous
passage from the historical overview of medieval surgery with which guy de chauliac (d. 1368) introduced his
introductorium or chirurgia magna, ... on good ground - project muse - on good ground sister helen angela
hurley published by university of minnesota press hurley, angela. ... paul catholic historical society, the
national archives, the baltimore cathedral archives, the richmond diocesan archives ... it to acta et dicta for
publication, where it appeared in july 1914 (3(no. 2):253-89). this has been explained in ... the indexer vol
21 no 2 october 1998 - baron collection, by michael twyman (1996, 578 pp, £70). ... £70). rev. by ian
mortimer, printing historical society bulletin, 45 (summer 1998). 'the index is exemplary and reveals what a
thoroughly researched and edited book this is. it has well-chosen key words ... acta universitatis
gothoburgensis: a commentary on plutarch's table talks ... international congress of the european
society for ... - eine belastete beziehung ad acta gelegt werden. nun fallen ohne zweifel bestimmte
möglichkeiten der verhältnisbestimmung aus, obwohl sie sich sowohl in offiziellen kirchlichen als auch in
manchen wissenschaftlichen texten finden lassen: die bibel taugt nicht als „moralhandbuch“, sie ersetzt nicht
das ethische argument, und wird sie nur als joseph cretin: le premier évêque du minnesota. patricia
mougel - acta et dicta: a collection of historical data regarding the origin and growth of the catholic church in
the northwest. v. 4 .2, v.5.1. st paul catholic historical society. online catholic encyclopedia. _____
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